
Hello Everyone, 

This week in our literacy we have looked at the phonic sound soft g (sounds like j) as in gem and cage 

and also words that end in –ip or –ell, which link to our spellings for Monday coming. We also wrote 

a Police report about the Fire of london, noting down facts we had found out when we watched a 

cBBC animated film about it. We also looked at some good and bad diary writing, picking out success 

criteria to help us write our own Diary extracts when the time comes. We then listed the 

top 3 posessions from our house we would save if there was ever a fire there. I will not 

name, and break the hearts of anyone whose child thought their computer toys were more 

important then their family!!! On Friday we created a love poem in honour of Santes Dwymwen. We 

brainstormed and alphabet of love words and then used these to create a 6 lined love poem, which we 

will be handwriting in best next week as part of a whole school handwriting competition. In Welsh, 

we practiced our speaking oracy skills, reporting on the weather in Swansea in present and past tense. 

Mrs Bowen filmed us on SeeSaw. 

In our Numeracy lessons, we have looked at subtracting 2 numbers quite close together, using the 

counting up from the smallest number method. E.G. 26-21=?  - Counting from 21 up to 26. 

We then used this skill to try to solve subtraction problems later on in the week. 

In our Outdoor Session, we again combined our phonics from Monday with the great 

outdoors and had to either find soft or hard g words, separating them correctly into two 

groups.  

In our ‘Move It Monday’ PE session, we carried on learning some gymnastics moves. We learned the 

dish, arch, standing and sitting tuck and happy and sad cat holds. We then practiced a routine and 

performed to the class. We thought about the Success Criteria we had discussed and tried to make sure 

we had good body tension and smooth transition between holds.  

In our science work we looked at the different appliances around our house that do or 

don’t use electrucity. We then sorted them accordingly to check our understanding. 

In art, we carried on using the fire background paintings we had created in our Creative 

Mission Station last week, and cut out a London skyline silhouette in black to go on top of it. They 

look so effective and will be going up on display in class!  

Another busy, but good week! 

Have a lovely weekend everyone. 

Mrs Howard & Mrs Bowen.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


